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RADAR
Positioned behind the golfer,
with no direct view of the club
face or ball impact location

HOW WE'RE

DIFFERENT
Unlike radar-based technologies that attempt to analyse ball and club head
performance from behind the club head and then largely calculate results,
Foresight Sports launch monitors use exact photometric measurements
taken with a clear, direct view of the critical ball and club impact window.
The result? Our launch monitors measure – not calculate – club head data
based on the club’s face plane, deriving vastly more accurate results.

All cameras and sensors
are set in shockmounted casings within
a rigid aluminum frame
for maximum stability
and durability.

Ball launch data is measured by capturing images of the ball, instantly
creating a 3D model, and then comparing this model to the next captured
image to determine precisely what the ball is doing post-impact.

CAMERA
Cameras positioned to precisely
capture and measure all critical
ball and club performance
factors at the point of impact.
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HOW WE

MEASURE
Foresight Sports launch monitors use a combination of infrared object
tracking and high-speed, high-resolution camera-based technology to
precisely measure every aspect of club head and ball launch performance.
By capturing thousands of images per second, building a virtual 3D model,
and then analysing a multitude of data components, our technology is able
to create the most accurate and complete picture of your ball and club
head performance – and deliver the results in nearly real-time.
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WHAT WE

MEASURE
For over a decade, Foresight Sports
launch monitors have pushed the
boundaries of precise performance
measurement. No other launch monitor
technology captures the depth of ball
and club data as Foresight Sports,
which includes the data points critical
to fully understanding what's happening
behind each and every shot.
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CLUB PATH
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Today, the world's best players, fitters,
instructors, and researchers choose
Foresight Sports launch monitors
for one simple reason. It's the only
technology they truly trust.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT
FORESIGHT SPORTS TECHNOLOGY,
SPEAK TO A PRODUCT SPECIALIST

+44 (0) 1483 551441

OUTDOOR
PORTABLE

EASE AND PRECISION

No other launch monitor solution available today delivers the indoor and
outdoor capabilities of our award-winning GCQuad.
The culmination of over 20 years of advanced high-speed image capturing
solution development for the R&D labs of the game's biggest club makers,
the GCQuad is simply unmatched when it comes to features, reliability,
depth of ball and club data, and absolute precision.
Whether on the PGA Tour, inside the club fitting studio, or at home in your
golf simulator, GCQuad sets the bar for performance.
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INDOOR
TRUE-TO-LIFE

GAMING

Whether it’s a basic installation in your garage or the custom-designed
virtual golf studio you've always dreamed of, each one our Performance
Simulators are powered by our compact, go-anywhere GC launch monitors.
Which means, unlike other professional-grade golf simulators, you have
nearly unlimited flexibility when it comes to both design and overall budget.
And because they're powered by the game's best and most trusted launch
monitor, our Performance Simulators deliver the most accurate, true-tolife gaming experience possible.
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Our latest innovation, the GCHawk delivers unmatched
precision and reliability to the golf simulator in a
ceiling-mounted solution.

The GCQuad delivers unprecedented ball and club
performance data as well as a spectrum of professional
features in a compact, ergonomic design.

THE GC FAMILY
LAUNCH MONITORS

Combining the legendary GC2 with our attachable Head
Measurement Technology, this power duo gives you ball and
club data with eye-opening accuracy and reliability.

The original Game Changer and best-selling professional
grade launch monitor of all time. The GC2 is the ideal choice
for a day at the range or inside your virtual studio.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE FORESIGHT SPORTS RANGE OF LAUNCH MONITORS –
INCLUDING FINANCE OPTIONS – SPEAK TO A PRODUCT SPECIALIST

+44 (0) 1483 551441
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FORESIGHTSPORTS.EU

